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(57) Abstract

The invention relates to an apparatus to analysing urine test strq>s, omiprising a sample liolder for die lest strips, a transfsr

medianism, a 11^ source illQniinating die sample placed into die sample holder, and a Ilg^ mtensity detector. Ibe af^aratus also

comprises a microprocessor fca* processing die signals of die means for measuring die light intensity and for detenninhg& dwmical
compcment In oido* to avmd OHnplicating positicmfaig mecfaanisns for die optica) colour measurements, die apparatus is provided widi an
imaging optical system disposed at a di^ince from die sample, and depdi-indqiendent imagmg (^dcs. Ibe functions of tat poationing

mechanism is sidsdtuted widi colour and patten analysis ai^or lecogDition s^tware.
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Autcmiatic Test Strip Analyser Apparatus

Technical Field

The object of the invention is an apparatus for analysing a reagent causing a colour

5 reaction with a component in a sample of matter, in particular a test strip analyser for

the fast analysis of \irine test strips. Such devices comprise a sample holder

accommodating the reagent entering into chemical reaction with the santiple, preferably .

a test strip. The analyser also con^rises a reagent transfer mechanism, a light source

illuminating the sample placed into the sanople holder, and means for measuring the

10 intensity of the light reflected from the sample. In practice, these types ofanal^ers are

also provided with programmable controller and analyser means, mostly a

microprocessor. The microprocessor is used for processing the signals of the detector

and for determining the amount of certain chemical or physical components in the

urine.

15

Backgroand Art

Urine analysis is one ofthe routine diagnostic methods oftdday's medical science. In

this mediod a urine sample ofa patient is analysed for certain components, the quantity

ofwhich is measured, and these data are used to assess the state ofthe patient's health

20 or illness. The state ofthe art urine analysis is made with the help oftest strips, which

contain reagents entering into a chemical or physical reaction with certain well-defined

components ofdie urine. The reaction results directly or indirectly in a colour change of

the test strip. This change ofcolour is visible widi the naked eye, and may be measured

by instrumental measurement as welL The arnount ofdie sought component is .

25 ' deductible finom the measure ofthe colour change! Such a reactio

a colour reaction diroug^out diis description* Further, a colour reaction

mcompass any sort ofphysical, chemical or physico-chemical reaction which is

detectable by optical means.
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Earlier, quantitative deductions have been made by a comparison with a colour chart,

but later instrumental reading or measurement became common. Today's modem test

strips are analysed ahnost exclusively by instrumwits, which allow a fiar more objective

measurement than the subjective comparison with the colour chart In the instrumental

measurement, essentially the reflection ofthe reagent carrier ofthe test strip is

measured on one or several wavelengths, and the measured reflection value is used to

determine the developed colour resulting firom the colour reaction on the top surface of

the reagent carrier.

Modem test strips analyse several, apjrox. ten components at the same time. The most

widespread test strips are used to measure blood, ketones, glucose^ protein, pH-value,

nitrite, bilirubin, urobilinogen, white blood cells, density, ete.

Hie measurement itself is made by dipping the test strip in ihe urine sample ofthe

patient, and shaking or wiping offthe excess urine. The wetted test strip is placed on a

saiiq>le holder, and the instrument performs the measurem^it on a starting signal or

automatically, by nieasuring the reflection value ofthe reagent pads ofthe test strip.

The reflection is measured by one or more detectors. Often, one- or two-dimensional

CCXMetectors are used Ibe inicroprocessor integrated into the iii^^

the quantity ofthe sought conqx)nents» based on the measured refiecti

These ineasuring instrumoits are ratiior expensive devices, because they contain
' .

•
.

-

sofdiisticated optics and mechanics, and conq>licated electronics. Hierefoie, only

hospitals, laboratories and otihi^ institutitms can affoni to buy

amounts of test strips must be measured r^larly. It is e;)q)ected that the devices should

be able to perforai several hundreds ofmeasurements hourly. For this reason, the

sophisticated msttumoits contain a special sample transfer medianics, which transfer

tiie test strips continuously to the measuring Of^cs, and fit>m HbeK to a waste contaii^.

Measuring large numbers oftest strips successively jnesents serious im>biems. Fhstly,

the usikU optical measurements require Out die test strips, or at least iheir test pads are
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fixed in a well-defined position during this measurement Therefore, the known sample

holders are provided with some sort ofpositioning means. But these positioning means

are unavoidably contaminated widi urine fipom the test strq)S, which involves that the

successively following test strips will be also contaminated firom the positioning means.

5 This cross-contamination ofthe test strips may seriously distort the later measurements.

To avoid this, the positioning means are usually made in a removable marmer, and its

contaminated parts are regularly cleaned. Especially, the measuring optics must be kept

clean, because i^ cleaning requires special n^terials, and its removal and re-assembly

is also coixq)Ucated Therefore, it is sought to avoid any contact between the measuring

10 optics and die test strips.

hi some cases, the colour change on the test pads ofthe test strips is not cleariy

identifiable, because the discolouring appears in patches or dots. Such a reaction can be

analysed only with an analysis ofthe complete area of the test pad. But the known

15 measurement methods are only capable to measure an average colour ofa central

region ofthe pads. It may also heq)pen that a test strip is placed in the device, forwhich

it is not progranunedM ttiis case the colour reaction win be interpreted enx^

and die device will report fiiilse values^ if it is not able to distinguish colours, only a

change ofintensity.

20

Further, it must be considered that the colour reactions with the known test strips

progress relatively fast, and disturbing effects may arise both before and after the actual

colour reaction. These efifects may seriously influence the result of the colour reaction.

Ill order to determme the exact result ofthe colour reaction, the reflection measurement

25 used to deternme the amount oftfae sought coinponent must be perfom

defined time interval In this case, the quantitative relation between the colour and the

amount ofdie conq)onent may be calibrated property.

30

One ofthe known commercially available urine analysis devices is die Clinitek 200

urine analyser manufactured by AMES in the United States. With this known device the
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colour change ofthe test strips is measured by photo-detectors, Orougfa intermediate

fiber optics. The results measured on the test strips is autinnaticaUy analysed by a built-

in microprocessor, and the amounts ofAe sought conqwnents are also calculated. The

illuminating light, which is the white light ofa halogen bulb, is also goided to the test

strips through fiber optics. With this known solution the sensitive optical parts are

placed remotely fiom the test strqjs, and flieir contamination is also avoided. But due to

the bad imaging properties ofthe fiber optics, and due to the low efficiency ofthe input

aperture (which decreases even more with growing distance), the test strips must be

positioned very precisely relative to the ends ofthe optical fibres. This is achieved with

elastic fixing plates, whidi press the test strips to the base plate at the measuring

position. The test strips are transferred to the measuring position by a toothed couveyor

belt, and firom die measuring position to waste collecting vessel A disadvantage ofthis

solution is the continuous ccmtammation ofdie pressing fixmg plateis, firom die

successive test stiqss, and dierefbre these must be cleaned regularly. Even so, cross-

ccmtaminatiQn is not conqiletely excluded.

Anodier known device is the URISCAN 300 urine analyser made byYEONGDONG in

South Korea. This known device applies a CCD-detector as the light det^r, and die

test strips are illuminated by a light tube producing white light The test strips are

transfened to the measuring optics 1^ a toodied c<xiveyor belt The aoK^
analysed conspraients is caloilated Scorn die nwasuied values by a miooprocessar, and

the values are printed or transferred for forUier processing to external recipients. It is

also a disadvantage ofthis known device that die transferring mechanics is

continuously contaminatedby the carried test strips, and the danger ofcrossr

contamination between the test strips is relatively great Also, the mechanical parts need

regular cleaning.

Considoing die above, it is an object ofdie presoit invoition to provide an analyser

device widi which at least one ofthe above disadvantages may be eliminated or

rediiced. Specifically, it has been sou^t to simplify die transfo-medumics widiout
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sacrificing its.tlirouglq)ut capacity (i. e. the number oftest strips analj^ed in a certain

tiine interval), and to minimise the contact between the test strips and the transfer

mechaiucs. At the same time, it was sou^t to inaprove the precision of the

~ measurements, and making possible the measurement ofuncertain colour reactions.

5 Also, a further aim was the ability to recognise erroneously used test strips. Further, it

was an object of the invention to provide a device that is easy and cost-effective to

manu&cture, from low-cost and readily accessible components, and has an overall

simple construction. It was also sought to leave open the possibility to adapt the

analyser apparatus for newer test strips in die future, without any structural change.

10

Summary of the Invention

According to the invention, the above goals are achieved with an apparatus for

analysing a reagent causing a colom* reaction with a component in a sample of matter,

in particular for £aist analysis of urine test strips, comprising a sample holder

IS accommodating the reagent altering into chemical reaction with the sample, prefembly

tiie test strip, further comprising a sample transfer mechanism, a li^t source

illuminating the sanq>le placed into the sample holder - preferably a light emitting

diode (LED) means for measuring the intensity ofthe light reflected from the sample

- preferably a CCD-detector further comprising a programmable controller and

20 analyser means, preferably a microprocessor for processing the signals of the means for

measuring the light intensity and for determining die component in the sample.

According to the inveritiori, the apparatus fiulher cori^irises

A, an imaging optical Systran disposed at a distance from the sample of rnatter for

imaging the reagent ratering into diemicai reaction with the sample onto the optical

25 detector, witii means for providing a dq)tii-independent imaging at least m a space

segment containing the reagent, and

b, means for colour and/or pattern analysis and/or recognition ofan at least one

dimensional image detected by the optical detector, and

c, means for determining the result ofthe colour reaction from the analysed image.
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Throughout this description, the terms **patteni recognition" or "image recognitipn" or

*image processing" are considered synonymous terms.

With this solution, significant advantages are achieved compared to the known

constructions. Firstly, the transfisrmechanism may be sinQ)lified to a large extent,

5 because the exact position ofthe reagcmt pads (test pads) ofthe test strips are

recognised by the pattern recognition software even ifthe test strips are slightly

displaced or tilted The simple mechanism is a very important asset, because of the

unavoidable and frequent cleaning requirement This is especially usefiil with urine

analysers. Secondly, the results ofthe colour reaction can be detmnined much more

10 exactly with a trae colour analysis ttian with a simple intensity measurement E. g. the

colour recognition program may be programmed to detect automatically the type ofthe

t^ strip, without the operator having to enter it into the apparatus sq)aratel^^

analysis offlie conq>lete surface ofthe test pads means that test pads with uni^^

colouring, e. g. with patches or dots, may be analysed as well. The apparatus accordmg

15 to the mvention can be modified to analyse new types of test strips with a different

positions ofthe test pads, without having to modify the imaging hardware.

Theoretically, it is also possible to analyse with a urine analyser test $trq)s for

completely different measuremmts, e. g, test strips for blood sugarmeasurement

20 Preferably, the apparatus according to the invention comprises at Inst three detectors

dedicated to measuring different colour conq>onent5, or alternatively, a detector with

multiple segmratsm its unage pfacels, the segments being sensitive to different colours.

This latter solution requires the most simple optical systeni. Normally,r^
blue colour components are measured with the analyser.

25 I^QticaUy, tile light soun^eeniits substantially white light

Witfi tiie most preferred embodiment, tfie iniaging optica

according to tiie invention comprises a telecentric lens qfstent Such an optical systom

is capable for ensuring the depfli-independent ima^ng in a finite object space.
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Preferably, the means for detennuiing the lesult ofthe colour reaction fiom the .

analysed iniage is a microprocessor integrated into the apparatus and/or an txtemsA

computer cormected to the optical detector. In practice, the niicro^

computer is programmed with an pattern and/or colour analysis and/or recognition

5 program. Sincemodem urine analysers contain microprocessors under any

circumstances, wluch control the various functions ofthe analyser, it is mos^

perform the pattern and/or colour analysis and/or recognition with this processor.

Alternatively, it may be advantageous to employ a dedicated processor for the pattern

and/or colour recognition functions, ifthe control processor would be overloaded with

10 ttiese tasks.

Modem test strips contain several, normally at least ten different test pads for different

components to be measured in the sample. Accordingly, it is advantageous if the

optical system is provided with means for detecting multiple measuring points adjusted

IS to reagent carriers comprising multiple reagents for determining multiple coi^xments

in &e sanqple, and the pattern and/or colour analysis and/orrec^^

con^rises means for disdnguisbing die different reagents and/ormeasinm

With most test strips, the complete development ofthe colour reaction takes some time.

20 At the same time, it is expected that the analyser should be able to measure large

number of test strips in a relatively short time and therefore it is foreseen tiiat the

reagent transfer mechanism conq)rises a sanq)le receiving location positioned at a

distance fiom the measurement location, and the transfer mechanism co^^>rises means

for transfening fte san^le ofmatter fiom the sanq>le receiviii^

25 measurraient location in a predetermined time intervaL Preferably, the predetennined

time interval is not less tiian the shortest time necessary for the development ofthe

colour reaction. E.g. in a very sinq)le and attractive embodiment the transfer

mechanism comprises an endless conveyor belt, which receives the test strips and

transfers them under the measuring optics.

30
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Brief Description of Drawings

By way of example only, an embodiment of the invention will now be described with

reference to the accompanying drawing, in which

5 Fig. lA and IB are schematic side and front views, respectively, ofan analyser

apparatus according to the invention.

Fig. 2. is a block diagram illustrating the connection between the internal units

ofthe apparatus according to the invention.

Fig. 3A and 3B are schemes ofthe optical systein used in variants ofthe apparatus

10 according to the mvention.

Fig.4 is a further embodiment ofthe optical system, wi& a telecentric lens.

Fig. 5 is a scheniatic figure ofAe image stored in the evaluating unit.

Fig. 6 iUustrates a first function ofdie pattern recognition software.

Fig. 7 illustrates a second function of tfie pattern recognition software,

15 Fig.8 ilhistrates a ttiird function ofthe pattern recogmtion softww

Fig. 9 shows the selected area of a test pad on a test strip.

Fig. 10 illustrates a transformation in the colour recognition sofhvare, and

Fig.il illustrates the final analysis ofthe results ofthe colour recognition

software.

20

Best Mode for Carrying ont the Invention

Figs, iA and IB illustrate a non-limiting embodiment ofthe urine analyser apparatus 1

,

which performs the automatic analysis ofthe test strips 4. The test strips 4 are known

25 perse.Tlieapparatus l comprises a sample holdCT- the conveyor 31, as will be

explained below - which receives the test strips 4 previously wetted withi urine. The test

strips 4 are placed on the sample holder by the person handling die s^aratus. The

sample holder is formed so that several san4>les, I e. test strips 4 are held on it

siniultaneously. The individual test strips 4 are transferred successively to the

30 measuring optics 6 by the transfer mechanics 3. The measuring optics 6 constitute the
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actual measuring unit ofthe apparatus 1 * With diis embodiment the transfer mechanics

3 con^rises two parallel tunning conveyor belts 31, which is held by two pairs of

conveyor wheels 32, each pair having a common axle. One ofAe axles 36 is rotated by

the motor 35 via a drive belt 34. Practically, with this embodiment the sample holder is

5 actually constituted by the conveyors 3 1 . In order to avoid eventual gliding ofthe test

strips, the conveyor 3 1 may be provided with teeth, but in a preferred embodiment, the"

conveyors 3 1 have a smooth surface, to facilitate their cleaning.

Hie test strips 4 progress relatively slowly, during approx. one minute from the sample

10 receiving location 7 to the position which is under the measuring optics 6« During this

time Ae colour reaction takes place, the result ofwhich is determined by tiie measuring

optics 6 and the connected analyser unit (not shown in Figs. 1A and IB). Moving past

the measuring optics 6, at the end ofthe conveyor 31 the test strips 4 fell into the waste

collector 9. The waste collector 9 may be disposed of entirely, wbsn ormay be

15 eoqptied to receive more test strips 4.

The fimctions ofthe urine analyser apparatus 1 are controlled by the instrument panel

57 on the front ofdie apparatus. The measured valiies appear on the display 54,^
optionally, are forwarded to other data processing units.

20

With this embodiment, the measuring optics 6 comprise the light tube 68, and the

mirror 67, whidi latter reflects tfie image of tiie test strip 4 into the imaging optical

system 60. Instead ofthe used light tube 68, oth^ means of lighting may be used, e. g.

several laser with different colours an indm

2S preferred to use a white light source. The unaging optical sysbem 60 niay be realised

also without die use ofthe minor 67.

In a prefixed embodiment, the test strips 4 are laid on die conveyor 3 1 by hand.

However, with an alternative embodiment, the test strips 4 are put on the conveyor 3

1

30 by a sanq)le dispenser 8, which positions the test strips 4 on the conveyor 3 1 in a proper
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position and in tbe right time, and thereby contributes to the precise analysis of die test

padspa the test strips. Alternatively, the sample dispenser 8 positions not the wetted

test strips 4, but sterile, diy test strips, and the urine sanq>les are dispensed in exactly

portioned drops by the sample dispenser 8 on the test pads ofthe test strips 4. Wid^

5 mediod die contamination ofdie transfer mechanics by die ovmll wet test strips is

largely prevented In this manner the cross-contamination ofthe test strips is also

substantially diminished^ and the operation of die apparatus must be stopped less often

for cleaning.

10 Optionally, die apparatus 1 may include a cleaning and sterilising means 10, which

continuously cleans the conveyor 3 1 also during operation ofthe apparatus, and

&cilitates almost continuous operation*

Fig. 2 show the blo(& diagram oftheinterral units ofdie apparatus L Hie test strips 4

IS forwanled to die measuring optics 6 by die transferinechzm

sjfstem 62 onto the detector 61. The output signals ofthe detecu>r 61 are fed into the

evaluating unit 5. The evaluating unit 5 will perform a colour and pattern (image)

analysis and/or recognition ofthe images ofthe test pads ofthe test strips 4, and the

results are displayed on the display 54, or forwarded to the inter&ce 55 or the printer

20 56. These Istttor peripheralsm^ be external devices as well.

The evaluating unit 5 comprises in practice the microp^^

memory 52 and an A/D converter 53. The memory 52 conteins RAM andROM

memory areas. The A/D converter 53 transforms the signals of the 61 detector into a

25 digital signal appropriate for input into the mioroprocessor 5 1 . Ofien, the A/D convener

is integrated mto the CCD-detector. The microprocessor 5 1 connects to the peripherals,

L e. the display 54, the inter£ice 55, the prints 56'and die instrumrat panel 57 in a

mannerknown per se, The microprocessor 5 i also controls the power stqiply 59 ofthe

motor 35, and receives the signals ofthe sensor 38 on the axle 36 ofthemotor 35.

30 Alternatively, the motor 35 may be a stepper motor, which is contrdUed direcdy by die
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microprocessor S 1 through an appropriate driver circuit In this case fhe sensor 38 may

be omitted.

It must be noted that for image processing (colour and/or pattern analysis and/or

S recognition) tasks requiring complicated calculations it may be practical to integrate a

dedicated processor into the apparatus, which performs only the image processing, i. e.

the actual colour and/or pattern analysis and/or recognition. In this case the .

microprocessor 51 only controls and co-ordinates the functioning ofthe separate units*

and therefore microprocessor S 1 may be a relatively simple industrial process

10 control processor.

With the shown embodiment, all the controUmg and image processing tasks are

performed by the microprocessor S 1 . The microprocessor 5 1 receives the digital colour

mfonnation fipom the pixels ofthe detector 61. The resolution, in a practical

15 enabodiment 8 bit, allows for the evaluating program to detennme separately the hue,

fte saturation and the colour intensity ofthe test pads. This is inq)ortant, because the

final colour ofthe test pads is a result of several different &ctors. E. g. tfie wetting of

the pads depends on the time ofdie dipping into the urine and tiie usual wiping or

shaking offof the excess urine. The intensity ofthe reflected light is normally

20 influenced by the wetting, while die emerging colour 0iue) itself aitor the colour

reaction is less depradent on the wetting: .

The imaging optical system is constructed so that it provides an essentially depth-

]ndq>end»t imagmg in the space segment where the test slr^ 4 pass tfirough. By

25 dqitfa-indepoident imaging it is understood diat tiie image ofthe test strips 4 on the

detector 61 is inactically independent ofthe positioii oftiie test strip 4 along the central

optical axis of the imaging optical system 60. The central optical axis is substantially

perpendicular to die object plane of the imaging optical system. In the examples shoMm

in Figs. 3A-B and Fig. 4, the image ofthe test strips 4 is practically unchanged if the

30 test strips 4 are translated parallel along the co-ordinate axis Z; Ofcourse, this
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condition must be fulfilled only in a relatively nanx)w imaging region T, This is

necessaiy because the test strips tend to bend slightly, due to the wetting and then' own

wdght, and other various reasons. Obvioiisly, this inmging re^

detennined so that standard test strips wiU reniain in the imaging

5 are bent slightly, in an extent usual for the test strips.

A few examples oftiie imaging optical system 60 are shown in Figs 3A, 3B and Fig. 4.

Fig. 3A depicts a lens system with an achromatic lens 63. The advantage ofthis system

is the relatively few parts and therefore the potential risk ofcontamination is also

10 smaUen Its disadvantage is that the light beams at the edges are not peipendiculw

object plane, and the image is more sensitive to the tilting ofthe object (which may be

caused by the bending ofthe test strip)* With the improved embodiment shown in Fig.

3B, the telecentric 1^ system 62 comprises a FresneMens 64 and a simpler objective

lens 66. In this arrangement thane are essentially parallel rays arriving from the object,

15 L e. the test strip 4 are imaged dq)tfa-independentiy by a Fresnel-leiis 64, and this image

is than imaged furAer on the detector 61 by tiie objective lens 66. However, the use of

the FresneMens introduces uncertainties into the detected image, by the distorted

imaging ofsome pixels on the CCD. Thonefore, in a most preferred embodimrat shown

in Fig. 4, a telecentric lens system 62 is q>plied, comprising a telecentric lens 69, an

20 objective lens 66 and a minor 70, die latter to increase the optical path fi^

telecentric 1ms 69 to the objective lens 66. Th^ are more qsti^

the embodiments ofFigs. 3A and 3B, but due to the characteristics ofthis unaging

system, the complete optical isystem may be positioned ftirtfaer away firom the measured

test strq>s, and therefore it is less prone to contamination. At die same time, due to the

25 practically parallel rays, the imaging is almost perfectly dqrth independrat, and in diis

nianner the bendmg ofdie test strips does not significantly affect

In all three embodiments the m-deptfa resolution ofthe imaging is improved by die

£Q>erture6S.
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In order to allow a colour analysis ofthe test pads ofthe test strips 4, the detector 61 is

a colour detector, which means that there are several (usually three) detector segments

in each image pixel. These detectors are commercially available.

5 The urine analyser apparatus 1 according to the invention opemtes in the following

manner

After the switching on ofthe apparatus 1 , the motor 35 drives the conveyor 3 1 . The .

upper, transporting part ofthe conveyor 31 will move continuously, vdth an even .

velocity fiom the direction ofthe sample receiving location 7 or the sanq)Ie dispenser 8

10 towards the measuring optics 6. In the meanwhile, the operator ofthe apparatus 1 wets

the test strips, e. g. by dipping them in urine, and thereafter puts the test strips 4, one by

one, on the conveyor 3 1 at the sample receiving location 7. The sample receiving

location 7 is marked by well-defined visual signs for the operator. The test strips 4 are

transported to a position within the imaging region (object space) ofthe measuring

15 optics 6. The speed ofthe conveyor 3 1 is adjusted so that the colour reaction will take

place on the test pads during the time interval while a test strip is wetted, placedm the

conveyor, and reach from tfie sample receiving location 7 to the measuring location.

The microprocessor 51 continuously monitors and stores the signals ofdie detector 61

20 ofthe measuring opdcs 6. In the shown embodiments die detector 61 is a linear CCD-

detector,whm the detector segments are positioned along a line. The 51

microprocessor stores a two-dimensional image of die test strips, deducted from the

signals ofthe CCD-detector and the synchronising signals ofthe sensor 38. Tlie

. inicroprocessor 51 is progranimed with a pattern- and colour analysis and/^

25 recognition program, which allows a colour analysis ofthe test pads on the test strip 4.

This pattern- and colour analysis and/or recognition program performs basically die

following functions:

a, recognises that a test strip appeared in die imaging field (object field) ofthe imaging

optics,

30 b, thereafter, continuously records and stores the image ofthe test strip.
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c, with a pattern recognition algorithm, identifies the position and the shape ofthe test

pads on the test strip,

d, determines the colour (hue and saturation) ofthe individual test pads,

e, based on the colour, calculates the component indicated by the individual test pad,

5 f, stores the determmed amoimt ofthe specific component and/or displays the result

and/or transfers the data for other data processing tmits.

The determination of the colour in point d, may be done by determining the average

colour ofthe complete test pad, or the average colour in a central region ofthe test pad.

10 With this latter method, occasional disturbing effects at the edges of flie pads may be

largely eliminated. Such an effect may be caused by small liquid droplets attached to

the test pad

Ofcourse, it is possible to assign a differmt method ofanalysis to each test pad on a

15 test strip. E. g. the test pads measuring blood content are capable ofrecognisiag ifae

haemolised blood cells in the urine. Ifthis is the case, the pads will have a uniform

colour. Ifthe blood is not hemolised, the colouring will be dotted. This dotting effect

may be detected by the pattern recognition algorithm. Ifnecessary, the size and number

of the coloured dots may be determined for the test pad, and diagnostic information

20 maybe deduced from a histogram ofthe dots. In a more simple solution, the non-

uniform colouring ofthe test pad miay be detected by the measured variation ofdie

colour values within a single test pad

By deducmg true colour information from the test pads, even fialse colour reactions of

25 the test pads rnay be deterrnined These are very difficult to detectby tr^

measurement Such a false colour reaction is the yellow or grey colouring ofthe test

pads for bilirubin and urobilinogen, caused by certain medicines. All diese cases may

be i»:e-programmed in die colour recogmtion progranii, and therefore these unii^^

colour reactions may be detected and the results separated intelligent^.
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Example:

The functioDS ofan exemplary pattern- and colour analysis and/or recognition program

are explained with reference to Figs. S to 11

.

5

In a first step, the basic data for the pattern- and colour analysis and/or recognition are

extracted from the optical system.

The optical system ofthe apparatus 1 images an approx. 10 cm long line (perpendicular

10 to the movement direction ofthe conveyor 3 1) onto a linear CCD-detector having n

colour segments. In a practical embodiment, n approx. 500. The microprocessor reads

the 8 bit digital RGB colour information serially, and performs a linear transformation

for all measured data according to the equations

15 Rj«AiR*Ri,„ + BiR

G| = Aio*G|„, + Bio

Bi » A|B * B|„ + BiB,

Where AobAKs/AiB, and BiR3xhBiB are coxistants for the i-th segment

20 detector, Rfm>GhmBim are the measured RGB values detected by the i-th segment, and

Ri,Gi3i are the conectedRGB colour values used in the later processing. The

ccmstants AjR,AjG, AiB» and B^K}3iB are deterrriine^

calibrating measuremoit using white and grey calibrating test strips, and stored in the

memory ofdie evaluating unit 5 for later use. The transformation ofthe equations (la-c)

25 serve to correct the non-uniform imaging caused by uneven illummation and

imp^ections in the imaging optical system.

In the next step, die pattern analysis and/or recognition program part determines those

pixels which should serve as a basis for the colour measurement

(la)

(lb)

(Ic)

30
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Fig, 5 shows the image ofthe test strips 4 in the form ofa pixel image consisting ofn x

m pixels (row x colimm) combined from the pixel infomiation in the memory ofthe

evaluating unit 5. Each (RiAA ) data define the colour ofthe i-tfa pixel along the Y
axis, and the set ofdie (R],Gi3i>(Rii>Gii3ii) data represent a column along the Y co-

5 ordmate ofthe image. The pixel columns ofthe image shown in Fig. 5 are measured

and calculated successively, as the test strip progresses in theX direction. The pixel

information (colour parameters) ofthe individual pixels are deduced from the signals

detected by the detector 6 1 , according to the transformations I a-c above.

The image of Fig. 5 contains approx. 500 x 700 pixels, in theY andX directions,

10 respectively. The evaluatuig unit processes the pixel information continuously to find

the exact position ofthe next test strip, and its test pads.

This is done by evaluating die RGB values ofthe pixels in each raw along die X
direction (see Fig. 6). These values constitute die Fxi(RGB) function for die i*di row.

The first two intersections ofa threshold valueV and die measured Fxi(RGB) function

IS yields an Xn and an Xi2 value for the i-th row. Thereafter, the edge lines El and £2 of

die test strip are calculated with a linear regression laid on die points (Xn,Y)=(Xii,i)

and (Xi2,Y) = (Xa,i) for i=l • . .n, respectively. Extreme values are discarded, e. g. ifdiey

were measured on the foUowing test strip, or ifno intersections are foun4 because

strips are crossed, etc.

20

At this stage, a furdier che(^ is perfonned to ensure dmt die edge lines

suffidendy ste(^ (ideaUy paraUel to die Y-axis). Also, other similar

to make sure that die test strips have been laid properly on die conveyor, a^^

test pads are outside the imaging range ofthe imaging optics 60.

25

In order to find die position ofdie first test pad P1 , a test fimction F(test) is glided and

correlated widi die function Fy(RGB)(see Fig. 7). Here, the test function F(test) is a 1*0

function with die widdi corresponding to that ofa testpad P, while die function

Fy(RGB) contams the RGB values along a line ES halfway betwem the edge lines El

30 and E2. The output ofthe correlation function Fcorr is shownm Fig. 8. The first peak
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ofthe correlation function Fcorr is deemed to define the y-positionYl ofthe centre of

die first test pad P 1 . The position of the oth^ test pads P2-Pk are c^^

a predeterinined distance from the first test pad PI along the line ES, or foimd by a

fiirtiier correlation along the line E5.

5 Having found the central positions ofthe test pads, the boundaries ofthe test pads are

determined, and the colour values of the pixels corresponding to the test pads are

evaluated These pixels are those within the Unes E1-E4 in Fig. 9,

In a practical embodiment, in this maimer a test pad Pk ofa size approx. S mm x S mm

10 is transformed to approx. 300-400 pixels, corresponding to 3-4 pixel/mm resolution in

one dimension;

hi a possible embodiment, tiie colour analysis and/or recognition program may choose

to calculate an average ofthe RGB values of the pixels measured in a selected test pad,

IS and inay simultaneously compsupe the calculatedavm

. piedeternuned G, B vdue ranges, thereby deciding ifthe colour of^

corresponds to a certain colour or not This means practically that the measured values

should be included in defined segments ofa three-dimensional colotir (hue, saturation

and intensity) field. Howev^, it has been found that it is better to elimmate &e intensity

20 information of the colour, and to examine the hue and saturation of the test pads only.

Therefore, the three colour co-ordinates are transformed into a two-dimensional data

set, according to the following equations:

25 A = 0.866*(B-Gy(R +B + G) (Ha)

B = (R-0.5*(B + G)y(R + B + G) (Hb)

This transformation yields a two-dimensional plane P(A3) in the three-dimensional

RGB field, very similar to a colour triangle. This is shown m Fig. 10.

30
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We have foiind that the A and B values calculated in this manner and corresponding to

well-defined amounts of the various componrats ofthe urine, measured by die

appropriate test pads, constitute a well-defined area in the P(A3) plane. These areas

are identified by calihrating measurements. Thereafter, the quantitative analysis ofa

5 test pad ismade by comparing the position ofthe measured sanq>le with the positions of

the calibrated samples in the P(A,B) plane. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 1 , which shows

various sample pointsM in the transformed colour plane P(A3). The sample pointsM
correspond to different values of glucose measured in the urine, ranging firom negative

(corresponding to zero or below threshold) to +++ (corresponding to approx. 1000 mg/

10 lOOcm'^). As seen in Fig. 1 1 , all sample pointsM are within a crescent-shq>ed field G,

with &e different values ofthe calibrating sample pointsM concentrated in well*

defined regions ofthe field G.

As an alternative transformation requiring less calculation^ one ofthe three colour co-

1 S ordinates may be omitted completely. However, such a transformation can not be used

reliably with some test strips.

Furth^, the apparatus nqr be programmed to measure aiid s^^

sample itselfon a neutral \idiite test pad Such information is also firequentiyre^

20 by die doctors using the results ofthe urine analysis.

Further, the apparatus may be programmed to perform a colour comprasation ofthe test

pads on the basis ofthe colourmeasurement of die urine. Many test strips contain a so*

called control pad for this puiTX)se. The colour compensation may be done most easily

25 by sinqply subtracting the RGB values measured on die neutral, non-reacting urine

sample fix>m the otherRGB values measured on the reactmg test pads. This subtraction

or othermediod ofcolour con9)ensation may be done bodi before and after the colour

transformations fimn the RGB field into die P(AJB) plane.
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The invention is not limited to the presented embodimoits, but other variations are

equally well applicable for those skiUed in the art The position and the colour ofthe

test pads may be found with other algorithms as well, e. g. the x co-ordinates ofthe test

pads can also be found with the correlation mettiod using a pad-wide test function. The

5 correcting transformation ofthe CCD-pixePs ou^ut (equations I a-c), being a linear

transformation, may be performed only once, on an average colour measured across the

test strip in theX direction, instead ofperforaMug it on every pixel in the row. Also,

instead of iai conveypr belt, the transfo mechanics may comprise a rotating disk or any

plher mechanisni providing an alternating or translating movement for the test strips.

10 bistead ofa linear CCD-detector a two-dimensional CCD matrix is also applicable,

sunilar to those used in video cameras.
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Claims:

1 . Apparatus for analysing a reagent causing a colour reaction witii a component in a

sample ofmatter, in particular for &st analysing ofurine test strips, comprising a

s sanq>le holder accommodating the reagent entering into chemical reaction with die

sample, preferably the test strip, further comprising a sample transfer mechanism, a

light source illuminatmg the sample placed into die sample holder, an optical detector

for measuring the intensity ofthe light reflected fix)m the sample - preferably a CCD-

detector ^, further comprising a programmable contn)ller and analyser mean^

10 preferably a microprocessor for processing the signals ofthe means for measuring the

light intensity and for determining the component, characterised by further comprising

a, an imaging optical system disposed at a distance from the sample ofmatter for

imaging the reagent entering into chCTiical or physical reaction with the sample onto

the optical detector, with means for providing a depth-indqpradent imaging at least in a

15 space segni03tcontainfaig the sample and the reagent, and

b, means for colour and pattern analysis and/or recogmtion ofan at least one

dimensional image detected by the optical detector, and

c, means for determining die result ofthe colour reaction from the analysed image.

20 2. The apparatus according to claim 1, characterised by comprising at least flnee optical

detectors dedicated to measunng different colour components.

3. Tbeapparattts accordingtoclaim l, wherein the optical detectorcon^^

segments in an hnage pixel, die segments being sensitive to different colours.

25

4. The apparatus according to any one ofdie claims 1 to 3, characterised by conq>nsing

a light source emitting substantially white light

5. The apparatus according to any one ofthe claims 1 to 4, characterised by that the

30 imaging optical system con^rises a telecentric lens system.
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6. The apparatus according to any one ofthe claims 1 to 4» characterised by that die

means for determining the result of die colour reaction finom ttie analysed image is a

microprocessor integrated into the apparatus and/or an external computer connected to

5 the optical detector.

7. The apparatus according to claim 6, wherein the microprocessor and/or computer is

progranmied with an pattern and/or colour analysis and/or recogniti^

10 8. The apparatus according to claim 7, characterised by that the optical system is

provided with means for detecting multiple measuring points adjusted to reagent

carriers comprising multiple reagents for detemiining multiple components in the

sample, and the pattern and/or colour analysis and/or recognition program comprises

means for distinguishing the different reagents and/or measuring points.

15

9. The sqpparatus according to any one of die claims 1 to 8, characterised by that die

saniple transfer mechanism comprises a sample receiving location positioned at a

distance fiom the measurement location, and die transfer mechanism conq)rises means

for transferring the sample ofmatter fiom the sample receiving location to the

20 measurement location in a predetermined time intenraL

10. the apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the predetermined time interval is not

.

less dian the shortest time necessary for the development ofthe colour reaction.

25 11. The apparatus according to any one of the claims 1 to 10^ characterised by diat die

transfer mechanism comprises an endless conveyor belt

12. The apparatus according to any one ofthe claims I to 1 1, characterised by fiuther

comprising means for cleaning and sterilising at least parts of the transf^ mechanism.
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